We investigate a population of transiting planets that receive relatively modest stellar insolation, indicating equilibrium temperatures < 1000 K, and for which the heating mechanism that inflates hot Jupiters does not appear to be significantly active. We use structural evolution models to infer the amount of heavy elements within each of these planets. There is a correlation between the stellar metallicity and the mass of heavy elements in its transiting planet(s). It appears that all giant planets posses a minimum of ∼ 10-15 Earth masses of heavy elements, with planets around metal-rich stars having larger heavy element masses. There is also an inverse relationship between the mass of the planet and the metal enrichment (Z pl /Z star ), which appears to have little dependency on the metallicity of the star. Saturn-and Jupiter-like enrichments above solar composition are a hallmark of all the gas giants in the sample, even planets of several Jupiter masses. These relationships provides an important constraint on planet formation, and suggests large amounts of heavy elements within planetary H/He envelopes. We suggest that the observed correlation can soon also be applied to inflated planets, such that the interior heavy element abundance of these planets could be estimated, yielding better constraints no their interior energy sources. We point to future directions for planetary population synthesis models and suggest future correlations. This appears to be the first evidence that extrasolar giant planets, as a class, are enhanced in heavy elements.
Introduction
Transiting exoplanets are valuable for planetary characterization because they allow us to measure their masses through stellar radial velocity or other dynamical measurements, as well as their radii from the transit light curve. Together, these yield a planet's bulk density. In principle, this information could be used to determine a planet's composition as increasing the mass fraction of heavy elements increases the density. This apparently straightforward method has been difficult to implement, however. Transit observations have revealed that most of the highly irradiated "hot Jupiters" are inflated to large radii beyond what is expected from simple models. The reason for this effect has not been determined; a variety of additional internal energy sources or contraction-stalling mechanisms have been proposed (Guillot & Showman 2002; Jackson et al. 2009; Batygin et al. 2011; Arras & Socrates 2010) . Since an inflated radius decreases a planet's density, the heating mechanism acts in opposition to the effect of adding heavy elements to the planet. Therefore interior composition for a transiting planet is generally left entirely unknown, unless planets are found to be dramatically overdense (e.g. Sato et al. 2005; Fortney et al. 2006; Leconte et al. 2009 ).
For the over-inflated planets it is possible to find a relation between the heavy elements in the planets and the metallicity of the stars by making an assumption about the relationship between the incident stellar radiation and the unknown power input into the planet . A similar relationship has been found by using ad hoc enhanced atmospheric opacity to slow planetary contraction (Burrows et al. 2007 ). These studies are intriguing, although the resulting planet-star metallicity relationship is dependent on the assumed behavior of the unknown radius inflation mechanism. Since it is well-known that our solar system's four giant planets possess at least 10 − 15 M ⊕ of heavy elements within their interiors, making them enriched compared to the Sun's composition (Fortney & Nettelmann 2010) , it is paramount to determine the composition of giant exoplanets to understand the structure and formation of these planets as a class of astrophysical objects.
Empirically, the unknown heating mechanism affects the close-in planets at high incident stellar flux (Kovács et al. 2010a) or planet T eff (Laughlin et al. 2011) . This is shown in Figure  1 , where we plot the observed planet radii as a function of their average incident stellar flux. A thermal evolution model for a 1 Jupiter-mass (1 M J ) planet with no extra heating source other than the effect of incident radiation on the planet's atmosphere is plotted with a heavy element core (25 Earth masses, M ⊕ , dotted) and without (solid) (Miller et al. 2009) . At approximately F = 2 × 10 8 erg s −1 cm −2 , the sample is divided into two regions 1 : those in the higher flux region, most of which require extra heating to explain their radii, and those in the lower flux region, in which no inflated planets are found. This empirically suggests that 1 F = 2 × 10 8 erg s −1 cm −2 corresponds to an equilibrium temperature of 990 K for an Bond albedo of 0.1 and efficient heat transport between the day and night side. This temperature is quite similar to that for which Ohmic heating is suggested to become important (Batygin et al. 2011) Miller et al. 2009 ). Although the extra heating source is not well-determined, it is clear that it is more important at larger incident fluxes. We choose a cutoff of F < 2 × 10 8 erg s −1 cm −2 in order to obtain the largest sample of non-inflated planets. This corresponds to a planetary T eq 1000 K. the heating mechanism does not significantly contribute to the energy budget at low incident flux. Therefore, for this sample of 14 transiting exoplanets, we can neglect the heating mechanism and use our structural evolution models to estimate a planet's composition. Table 1 . (See text.) Planets are numbered corresponding to the entries in Table 1 . The rarity of gas giants around metal-poor stars is well established (Fischer & Valenti 2005) . Using a least-squares fit, we find the relation log M Z = (0.82 ± 0.08) + (3.40 ± 0.39) [Fe/H] and a reduced Chi-squared value of 1.95. The fit excludes HAT-P-12b (planet 13) and includes Jupiter and Saturn. However, we do not expect this relation to hold at the lowest metallicities, where it may become flat at ∼ 10-15 M ⊕ .
Model and Method
We consider two limiting types of planetary structures. We consider planets where all of the heavy elements are in an inert core with an adiabatic solar metallicity convective envelope above (layered model). We also consider a structure where heavy elements are uniformly mixed with the hydrogen and helium and the planet is fully convective (mixed model). The primary heavy element composition is a mixture of 50% rock and 50% ice using the equation of state ANEOS (Thompson 1990) . By considering the two extreme cases of having all of the heavy element masses in the core or envelope, we bracket possible interior models of giant planets. For Jupiter, models that match gravity field constraints generally find that most of its heavy elements are in the envelope while for Saturn most are in the core (Fortney & Nettelmann 2010) .
A complete description of the thermal evolution model can be found in Fortney et al. (2007) and Miller et al. (2009) . Briefly, planets are composed of up to three components: 1) an inert core, 2) an adiabatic convective envelope (where heavy elements may be mixed in), and 3) a solar-metallicity non-grey atmosphere model ) that includes the atmospheric extension to the transit radius. The primary effect of heavy elements either in the core or in the convective envelope is mainly to decrease the planet's radius at every time.
For each planet, the amount of heavy elements is determined under the constraint that the predicted model transit radius agrees with the observed radius at the observed age and incident flux. The average incident flux that a planet receives is given by
where L * is the luminosity of the star, a is the semi-major axis of the orbit and e is the eccentricity of the orbit. This analysis was performed on all planets that met our average incident flux cut F < 2 × 10 8 erg s −2 cm −2 and had a mass greater than 20 M ⊕ -since our model is primarily designed to describe giants with masses greater than Neptune.
Note these heavy element masses should be taken as minimum masses since if the planet is internally heated or if higher atmospheric opacities (due to metal-enhanced atmospheres) slow the cooling (Ikoma et al. 2006; Burrows et al. 2007) , then a planet would have more heavy elements than found here.
The required heavy element mass to fit the radius is determined as the average of the layered and mixed cases. Each of the the observed system parameters (R p , age, a, M p ) has an associated error on its published value. The propagated error on the heavy element mass (σ H ) is given by:
where σ Rp , σ Age , σ a , and σ Mp are the observationally determined errors in planet radius, system age, semi-major axis, and planet mass respectively. The derivatives ∂Mc ∂X (calculated at the observed planet parameters assuming core heavy elements) describe the sensitivity of the predicted heavy element mass with respect to changes in a given parameter, X. The final term of the expression is the uncertainty due to the unknown structure of the planet. M c and M env are the predicted heavy element masses if the heavy elements are within the core, or the envelope, respectively.
We use the metallicity of the star [Fe/H] as given in each paper in Table 1 . For each system, we compute the heavy element mass fraction Z star ≡ 0.0142 × 10
[F e/H] -assuming that the total heavy element composition of other systems scales with their iron abundance, normalized to the solar metalicity as in Asplund et al. (2009) .
Findings
In Figure 2 we plot the stellar metallicity, [Fe/H], against the planet heavy element mass for each of these systems. Using a least squares fit, we find that log M Z = (0.82 ± 0.08) + implies that not all of the scatter can be explained by observational error. We expect a fairly flat relation (the dotted line in Figure 2 ) at subsolar stellar metallicity if 10-15 M ⊕ of heavy elements are needed to trigger planet formation. In Table 1 we list the planets and observed parameters used. For each planet, we list the average predicted heavy elements between the core model and mixed model with the 50-50 rock-ice composition.
We have examined the sensitivity of our findings to alternate choices for the heavy element EOS, and the differences are small. On the low density EOS end, we have used 100% water (Thompson 1990) , and on the high density end 2/3 rock (Thompson 1990 ) and 1/3 iron (Lyon & Johnson 1992) . These generally lead to Z pl /Z star that are 10-20% larger, for the water EOS, and 10-20% smaller, for the rock/iron EOS, than those found in the last column of Table 1 . For example, for the HAT-P-17b average case, the best-fit heavy element mass of 16.0 ± 7.7 M ⊕ increases to 17.7 ± 4.8 M ⊕ for pure water, and 14.1 ± 3.9 M ⊕ for rock/iron. This yields Z pl /Z star values of 7.4 ± 2.5 and 5.9 ± 2.0 for the water and rock/iron cases, respectively, very similar to the 6.7 ± 3.5 value in Table 1 .
Perhaps the clearest way of looking at this sample is to compare the planet mass against the inferred heavy element mass or heavy element enrichment (Z pl /Z star ), as shown in Figure  3 . The mass of heavy elements appears to increase with planet mass. On the other hand, the heavy element enrichment decreases with increasing planet mass consistent with the pattern found in the solar system's four giant planets (Fortney & Nettelmann 2010) . All of these planets are consistent with being enriched in heavy elements and many of these must be enriched significantly.
Within the cluster of Saturn-like planets around 0.2 M J , the most heavy element-rich planet (10, CoRoT-8b) orbits the most metal-rich parent star. For the planets more massive than Jupiter, the planets harbor large amounts of heavy elements, and orbit around metalrich stars, which explains some of the steep slope from Figure 2 . It is interesting to note that the relationship of Z pl /Z star as a function of planet mass, appears fairly independent of stellar [Fe/H]. (Guillot 1999 ). This plot is consistent with a minimum heavy element mass of 10-15 M ⊕ , with increasing heavy element masses for larger mass planets. Bottom: The planet mass and heavy element enrichment ratio Z pl /Z star . Lower mass planets are more metal enriched, but have less total heavy elements, which is consistent with the solar system's giants (Fortney & Nettelmann 2010) . 
Discussion
The lower-irradiation planets are important for a better understanding of giant planet structure and formation since they allow us to probe the composition independent of major assumptions. By studying the relationship between stellar metallicity, planet mass, and heavy element mass within a planet, we will be able to test predictions of any planet formation theory, and specifically against predictions from population synthesis models such as Ida & Lin (2010) ; Mordasini et al. (2009) ; Thommes et al. (2008) . These models are now being extended beyond just planet mass vs. period, to explore the relationship between [Fe/H] and planet heavy element mass (Mordasini et al. 2009 ).
The core accretion formation mechanism requires that heavy elements form a core of around ∼ 10 M ⊕ , which is followed by the accretion of gas from the protoplanetary disk (Pollack et al. 1996) . Some models for Jupiter indicate that most of its heavy elements are in its envelope, not in its core (Fortney & Nettelmann 2010) . Alternatively, gravitational instability could result in enhanced metallicity through planetesimal accretion (Guillot & Gladman 2000; Helled et al. 2006; Helled & Schubert 2009; Helled et al. 2010; Boley & Durisen 2010; Nayakshin 2010) . The planets in our population, even the more massive planets, are consistent with being enhanced in heavy elements relative to their parent star. This enrichment in heavy elements is a distinguishing characteristic between planets and low mass brown dwarfs with more solar-like abundances Leconte et al. 2009 ).
If this emerging relationship between stellar metallicity and planetary heavy elements continues to hold with additional data, then the relationship could be used to determine the amount of heavy elements in a given inflated hot Jupiter with some confidence, based only on the parent star metallicity and planet mass. This would be powerful as it would allow for a straightforward determination of the additional energy needed to explain a planet's inflated radius. The additional energy source could then be derived for each inflated planet, as a function of planet mass and irradiation level, and could be compared to model predictions (Guillot & Showman 2002; Batygin et al. 2011 ).
As additional data accumulate, modifications to the relations presented here could be in order. Perhaps a spread in Z pl /Z star could be due to orbital period, which could tie into the planet's dynamical environment (Guillot & Gladman 2000) . These relationships may be interesting to analyze in systems with multiple transiting planets. Another aspect related to orbital evolution is possible: Perhaps differences in heavy elements could be seen between planets that are well-aligned or mis-aligned with their stellar spin axis, as measured by the Rossiter-McLaughlin Effect (Gaudi & Winn 2007) , as these planets may have taken different paths to their current orbits. The relationship to stellar mass could also be investigated.
The planet formation process and composition may also be a function of the types of heavy elements that are in a protoplanetary disk. Previously, Robinson et al. (2006) showed empirically that [Si/Fe] or [Ni/Fe] are correlated with the existence of planets for a fixed [Fe/H] . Theoretically, they also showed that ice-rich disks tend to form cores faster. Therefore, as the sample of cooler planets in this domain increases, it will also be interesting to test how these planet composition trends are a function of [α/H] In closing, we find evidence from a sample of 14 transiting giant planets that these planets, as a class, are enhanced in heavy elements. The large heavy element abundances found indicate that all heavy elements cannot be found solely in a core. If the solar system and planet formation models are a guide, then, in addition to their dense cores, the H/He envelopes of these planets will be enhanced in heavy elements as well, which can be tested by observations of the atmospheres of planets via transit or direct imaging spectroscopy (see, e.g. Marley et al. 2007 ).
The trends identified here, that independent of stellar metallicity, all giant planets have a heavy element mass of 10 M ⊕ or larger, that the abundance of heavy elements in giant planets increases steeply with stellar metallicity, that Jupiter-like enhancement over solar abundances are standard for gas giants, and that more massive planets tend to have lower enrichment, could be enhanced or refuted by additional detections of transiting planets with equilibrium temperatures less than 1000 K. These longer-period systems will continue to be detected from the ground and recently NASA's Kepler spacecraft identified dozens of candidates for a potentially dramatically larger sample of these less-irradiated transiting giant planets (Borucki et al. 2011) .
